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ii Fhbbs r punu to ribbing by trustee Lowry Wyatt at the special convocation called by the Board of Trustees last Thursday to announce the Philip M.
Phibbs Distinguished Professorship in Politics and Government. Keeping the convocation a surprise for Phibbs involved some deft maneuvering (see story below).
The adminstration and the Politics and Government department have not yet made
plans for the new position. (Photo by Peter Paulson.)

by Larry Steele
Trail Staff Writer
Local residents and government officials are taking part in a longawaited three day public hearing on
arsenic emissions in the Tacoma area.
The meeting, which began Wednesday, November 2 and will end at 11
p.m. Friday, is open to public participation and observation.
The Environmental Protection
Agency, which is conducting the
series of meetings, has recently revised its statistics regarding arsenic emissions from the Asarco smelter.
Previously, the EPA estimated that
311 tons of arsenic are being emitted
yearly from the smelter. The EPA's
revised figure indicated that the
smelter emits 115 tons yearly. This
amount would be reduced to 85 tons
with the installation of 114.5 million
in factory improvements previously
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recommended by the EPA.
Ernesta Barnes, the EPA 'a regional
administrator, described the new data
as a ''good news-bad news" situation.
The "good news-bad news,"
Barnes stated, "is that the emissions
of arsenic from the smelter's main
stack are much less than what EPA
originally estimated. It's also good
news that the control equipment EPA
has proposed will bring down [from
58 to 26 tons a year] the amount of
arsenic released as fugitive emissions
from the smelter.
"The bad news is that the amount
of fugitive emissions released near
ground level is greater than what we
originally estimated."
"The fugitive emissions released
near ground level are a much different
story. People living near the smelter
continued on page 2

Student rings bells for Beirut marines

World in cnflict evokes student concern

by Linda Pope
Trail Staff Writer
In recognition of the marines who
had so far died in Lebanon and
Grenada, UPS student Gary Ong
rang the school's bells 245 times last
Sunday, October 29, once for each
soldier who had been killed.
As TV cameras and reporters looked on, Ong played the carillon (the
bells in the library tower which are
played through a keyboard in the
music building) while a small group of
students gathered in front of the
library for a time of silence and mourning. The tolling began at 2:15 and
continued for about 9 minutes, above
the sound of the rain and planes flying
overhead.
Ong, whose volunteer job it is to
play the bells, conceived of the idea as
a way to express his personal concern
and grief for the men who died. The
21-year-old music student thought
the tolling of bells would be effective
because it would make people consider the importance of each individual 's death. ''Often numbers
related in the media are just
numbers," he said, ''100 or 1000
dead goes right over people's heads
without the recognition that each

number was a human being."
The act, which attracted the attention of the national media, has drawn
criticism from a number of people who
think it was merely a stunt staged by
the university to gain attention and
publicity. However, Ong stresses that
the idea was entirely his own. The
widespread coverage he received by
the media, he said, took him quite by
suprise. ''Personally, I planned it as
my own statement."
Ong also stressed that his statement was not a political one. ''I am
simply concerned with honoring people who died, and I am very concerned with expressing the fragility of
human life."
In a similar mood, a group of people from the UPS community came
together last week to share concerns
and frustrations about recent US involvement in Lebanon, Grenada,
Nicaragua, and Europe. Julie Schauble commenced the meeting by saying, "Our purpose tonight is not to
argue or debate, but rather to be supportive of each other's concerns and
fears about the problems in the world
and to try to deal with these
feelings."
As John Lennon's Imagine played

in the backgrounds participants expressed concerns which ranged from
anger at the US government to the
ultimate fear of nuclear war. The
overall mood seemed to be one of
frustration at the helplessness of individuals to change the situation, but
also hope and encouragement from
the knowledge that others shared the
same feelings. As one person expressed, ''The magnitude of the events is
such that what I'm doing with my life

right now is of no signficance. It's
frightening to feel so small." Another
added, ''The are some who say that if
you have given up, if you think that
nuclear war is inevitable, then indeed
it is. I only hope that I can find my
optimism again."
Agreeing that the meeting provided
valuable support and encouragemet,
the group decided to continue
meeting. They will assemble again
tonight at 6 p.m. in Bons Lounge.

Gift takes Phib bs by surprise
by Elizabeth Elliott
Feature Editor
Announcement of the Philip M.
Phibbs Distinguished Professorship in
Politics and Government came as a
complete surprise to President Phibbs
and most of the university community. UPS Trustees announced their
contribution of $750,000 to establish
the chair at a special convocation for
Phibbs last Thursday. According to
Board of Trustees Chairman Norman
Clapp, the endowment is an institutional gift complementing the personnal gift of a trip to Bhutan given to
Phil and Gwen Phibbs last spring in

recognition of ten years of service to
the university.
Thursday's surprise took some
tricky manueuvering. Alan Smith,
Assistant to the President, set up a
fake agenda for the day. It was approved by Phibbs, then set aside.
Phibbs spent the morning in his office. He thought his schedule for the
remainder of the day included a
meeting with Clapp at the Tacoma
Club, an orientation program for a
new trustee, a dinner at Kittredge,
and a mock Freshman Advising session for all of the trustees. Phibbs had
continued on page 2
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Hearing features public opinion on Asarco
continued from page 1

will be breathing air that contains
arsenic that has not had the time or
distance to disperse. It's this population for which EPA has the most concern."
Concern over low-lying fugitive
emissions has prompted various local
groups, including the Sierra Club,
Cascade Chapter and the Puget Sound
Air Pollution Control Agency, to
campaign for ambient air standards
which would allow arsenic concentrations of no greater than 0.5
micrograms per cubic meter of air.
Asarco 's Measurements show that
concentrations presently range from
.01 to . 1 micrograms within a seven
mile radius of the plant.
A two hour presentation by Asarco
officials dominated Wednesday morning 's testimony.
"There now exists an ample
margin of safety for the protection of
public health from such emissions as
from time to time escape," stated
Asarco chief counsel John Newlands.

''Suggestions and pressures for an
ambient air standard do exist, but
there is no rational or justifiable basis
for them," Newland claimed.
Three major factors constitute the
basis for Asarco's position on emissions standards. First, Asarco
monitors the air at various locations
surrounding the plant and has made
this information publicly available. In
the course of these monitoring procedures, Asarco has found that most
high-emission incidents become
measurable long after the situation in
the plant which caused such emissions
has been corrected. Second, the
Federal Clean Air Act makes no
specific provision for such standards.
Most importantly, there is as yet no
medical concensus on criteria for linking health defects in local residents to
arsenic emissions from the plant.
"To have an ambient air
standard," Newland concluded, "is
like having a bludgeon to beat us with
when an incident occurs which we
have no control over.''

Asarco also argued against the addition of pollution control equipment
to the plant. Certain improvements
may prove ecnomically infeasible,
given the fact that the Tacoma smelter
lost money in 1982. Asarco's financial presentation, however, did not
include a statement on the profit level
of the company as a whole, or on the
value added to materials shipped from
Tacoma to its Amarillo, Texas plant.
The Asarco testimony was briefly
interrupted by an elderly male northend resident. After approaching the
EPA panel, the man dumped a pile of
leaves from his garden on the table in
front of EPA administrators. The
leaves were riddled with brownish
discolorations and holes that were apparently caused by some acidic
substance. The man was urged to
place his name on the speaker's list,
order was quickly restored, and
subsequent testimony was conducted
without incident.
Groups scheduled to testify Thursday include Tahomans for a Healthy

Environment, the Association of
Washington Business, United Steel
Workers of America, Friends of the
Earth, and the Medical Society of
Pierce County. In addition, scores of
private individuals are scheduled to
testify before the end of the hearing
Friday evening.
Persons needing more information
about the hearing or wish to be placed
on the hearing agenda are encouraged
to contact Laurie Kral at EPA's Air
Programs Branch in Seattle at
1-442- 1089.
Thursday's hearing is being conducted at the Bicentennial Pavilion.
1313 Market St. Friday's hearing will
be conducted at Stanley Elementary
School, 1712 S. 17th St.
Following the hearings, EPA will
accept written testimony from the
public until December 10. All of the
available evidence will then be weighed, with EPA's final decision due
sometime in early 1984.

Phibbs controls tears at convocation
continued from page 1

no idea the downtown meeting was
scheduled to get him off campus so
that the foyer of Jones Hall might be
decorated for the reception. Phibbs
and Clapp returned to campus at
3:30—ostensibly for the orientation
program, which had actually already
taken place two hours earlier. Phibbs
was surprised when Clapp interrupted
him mid-sentence, and said that there
were "two very important people"
the President must see right away.
Phibbs handed the program over to
Smith, and it was not until he and
Clapp approached Kilworth Chapel
and noticed all the bustle and stir
there that he began to suspect

something unusual was afoot,
"The chair was the ultimate surprise," Phibbs said in an interview
Tuesday. Phibbs explained that as he
listened to Clapp 's presentation last
Thursday, he wondered how to respond appropriately. Tears of joy were
his first impulse, Phibbs said, but the
fact that his handkerchief was tucked
away out of reach beneath his robe
dictated that he control them. The second thought—throwing his hat in
the air—Phibbs ruled out as being
"undignified." Finally, he tried to
think of how he could get his voice
under control, since he knew he
would have the opportunity to give
his thanks shortly. ''I'm a practical

person,'' Phibbs added.
"There could be no more exciting,
meaningful, and appropriate gift,"
Phibbs said. Phibbs especially values
the chair because he sees it as a
recognition both of the work of the
faculty and of the importance of the
academic program at the university.
Trustee Llewelyn Pritchard expressed similar sentiments. Pritchard
served as chairman for the committee
charged with choosing the approvriate
means of recognition for the Phibbs's
ten year anniversary at UPS.
Audrey Edmonson, Secretary to
the President, said it was not easy to
keep the secret from Phibbs. Edmonson and Smith had to screen

everything that passed through the office so that the wrong information
would not fall into the president's
hands. "Everything had to be kept in
separate folders. It was very important to remember to grab the right
one," Edmonson commented.
Phibbs admitted that he was rather
disconcerted by the success of the surprise. ''I had always thought I knew
what was going on,'' Phibbs said.
Phibbs added that he feels the chair
really ought to be named "The Gwen
and Phil Phibbs Chair." He feels
that, although there is only one official position at the university, there
are two bodies and two minds engaged in the work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Bar Guide_misinterpreted
Dear Editor:

I would like to respond to Sheryl
Tilton's letter of Oct. 27 criticizing
jim Benedetto's Bar Guide. I suppose it was only a matter of time
before someone complained; the articles were obviously written to be
sarcastic and somewhat controversial. However, I suggest that Tilton
look up the word 'satire' in his/her
dictionary (notice the non-sexist
possessive). The definition of 'satire'
is:
1: a literary work holding up
Human vices and follies to ridicule
nd scorn; 2: trenchant wit, irony or
'rcasm used to expose and
edit vice or folly.
is context, it is obvious that to
i)etuate the image of women as
al sell-outs" is intended as folly
.e ridiculed and scorned; that is
fino
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satirized in the piece, I might add
The reality of the previous statement should make clear that
Benedetto is in general agreement
with the worthy sentiments that
Tilton (at the expense of being utterly humorless) is attempting to identify with. I say "attempting to identify with" because it is obvious that
Tilton is more concerned with appearance than with
substance—which in itself is a petty,
diversionary luxury no true feminist
would indulge in.
I suggest that Tilton is one of
those ignorant people who enjoy
butchering art-works like
Shakespeare's plays or the Bible in
order to make them conform to their
narrow, antideluvian standards of
acceptability. There is no offense
save the intent to offend.
Sincerely,
Brent R. Nice
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Trustees discuss investment policy, 'White Paper '
Glenn W. Chiott
Editor
The UPS Board of Trustees apa process for review of the
ps investment portfolio, and heard
progress report on implementation
the White Paper at their annual fall
meeting, Friday, October 28.
1'rustees also considered plans for
SUB renovation.
The trustees discussed whether
UPS invests in companies that do
business in South Africa, and whether
UPS should divest itself of stock in
any company that does business in
South Africa. The main problem, says
ASUPS President John Pilcher, is that
no one has ever told the Trustees
which, if any, of the companies in the
UPS portfolio do business in South
Africa. To rectify this problem, the
trustees will monitor Stanford University 's corporations in which both UPS
and Stanford invest.
Given the size of the UPS investment portfolio, trustees felt it would
;t''s

not be cost-effective to go through the
long, convoluted process necessary to
monitor the corporations in which
UPS invests. Since Stanford University already goes through such a process, and Stanford's investment portfolio is much larger and contains
most, if not all, stocks in the UPS
portfolio, the trustees felt they could
monitor through the Stanford reports.
The loss that might result in
divesting from stocks that UPS holds
and investing in others would not
significantly harm the university, according to Trustee Franklin D.
Raines, a member of the Finance
Committee. "I don't think the concern that we would be reducing the
return to the University... would be
applicable" in this case, said Raines.
The trustees expressed interest in
the level of student concern about
university investments in South
Africa. The Board heard a statement
from the ASUPS Senate saying
although the trustees have an obliga-
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tion to make fiancially sound investment decisions, ethics also should be
considered in those decisions.
The trustees also reiterated their
offer to co-sponsor with ASUPS the
education at UPS of a black South
African student. The University
would use the services of the Institute
for International Education to select a
student. The trustees felt bringing
such a student over would be a
valuable educational experience for
other UPS students and would help,
in some small measure, the blacks of
South Africa.
The trustees were informed of the
completion of the first phase of the
White Paper. This phase is the ''program definition'' phase, and includes
the forming of committees to discuss
details of the White Paper. Dean of
Students David Dodson told the
trustees that the discussion of the
White Paper is on schedule, although
many of the details remain to he
worked out by the committees and
task forces formed. Dodson emphasized the White Paper is not complete in all details and more discussion
is needed before full implementation
takes place.
The trustees discussed their role in
the discussion of the White Paper.
Some trustees expressed their belief
that the Board should stay out of the
discussion as much as possible, so that
students and faculty would not think
the ideas expressed in the White
Paper were being rammed down their
throats. Other trustees, however, felt
the Board's responsibilities demand
that the Board pay close attention to
the progress of White Paper programs. Asked what he thought was
the trustees' place in the decisionmaking process, Dodson replied,
''We hope the Board will offer wise
counsel and direction." The trustees
placed discussion of the White Paper

on the agenda for their January
meeting.
The Board also discussed the incoming SUB Renovation. Renovat 1(11
will begin in April of 1985 and end in
October of 85. As part of the renovation, the sororities who presently
have chapter rooms in the basement of
the SUB will be moved out. The SUB
Renovation Committee decided that
no organization should hold exclusive
use of those rooms. The Black Student Union and the Feminist Student
Union also will no longer be allowed
to have exclusive use of the Bons
Lounge. Instead, there will be a
resource library set up in the SUB for
those two groups. Building and
Grounds Committee also said the
sororities presently housed in Seward
Hall will in the future he housed in
Schiff and Smith Halls.

Three El Salvaduran university
students will speak in the UPS SUB
lounge on Monday Novenber 7 at
noon, ASUPS Lectures Chairman Anthony Hemstad announced Tuesday.
Also on Monday, Religion professor Darryl Reeck will join Joan
Bavaria in a discussion of divestiture
from South African investments.
Reeck and Bavaria will speak in the
SUB lounge at 8 p.m. Both lectures
are free.
* * *

The Pierce County Young
Democrats, comprised mostly of UPS
students, will hold a fundraiser for
Mike Lowry's senatorial campai g n
November 4 at the Fife Executive Inn
at 6 p.m. Guest speakers include
Mike Lowry and Pierce County Executive Booth Gardener. An $8.00
contribution at the door will go
toward Lowry's campaign. H irs
d'oeuvres will be served.

Ladies Night Thursday, 7-close
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Tacorna 's Pantages Theatre gets face - lift
i'y Jailyn Brown
TrL'il Staff Writer
Curtain up! Light the lights!
Everything is coming up roses... ''for
the premier season of Tacoma's Pantages Theatre. After the investment of
14 months and 5.2 million dollars,
renovation of the 65-year old building
is complete. The Pantages began its
career in vaudeville back in 1918. It
was constructed on a site that once
boasted a saloon and Tacoma's first
library. Construction began in 1916,
and, when completed, the Pantages
was part of a nation-wide chain of
vaudeville theatres owned by financier
Alexander Pantages.
The theater pursued its career in
vaudeville for some 18 years, but
with the decline in popularity of
vaudeville the Pantages found its
fame fading too. So, like many
vaudeville performers in the 1930's,
the Pantages followed a calling into
motion pictures. Under the direction
of owner/agent Will J. Conner, the
Pantages changed its name to Roxy
and revamped its interior to accomodate the stars of the silver
screen. Taking a back seat to these
stars, the Roxy hid its plush gilt interior under a modest coast of institutional green paint. The theater continued in this service until restoration
began five years ago.
Following the trend back to live
performance, the theater has become
Tacoma's performing arts center to
meet the expanding cultural demands
of the growing Tacoma community.

••
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The plasterwork in the interior of the Pantages Theatre has been restored to its
original beauty. (Photo by Peter Paulson)

The push to reclaim the theater for its
original purpose began in 1975.
Enough interest was shown to support
a move by the city to buy the Roxy
and its neighbor, the Illington Hotel.
The deal was completed in 1978, and
in 1979 the state government appropriated 1.5 million dollars to the
restoration project. This was matched
by a federal grant, and an additional
1.5 million dollars was raised in
private donations.
The Pantages Centre, originally
designed for live performance, has an
acoustical advantage over other movie
thea t e r s — g on e — p e r forming — arts —
centers—such as Seattle's Fifth

Avenue Theatre—not so designed. In
the days of vaudeville, a good
acoustical structure was a necessity.
Architect B. Marcus Priteca was well
aware of this. He built the Pantages
with this in mind, installing an
acoustical accelerator in the back of
the theater, under the balcony. This
concavity in the ceiling eliminated the

'dead spot' apparent in many theaters
of the time.
Priteca modeled the Pantages after
a theater in the Palace of Versailles.
The ornate plaster moldings in gold
leaf and cream show the French influence. Much attention has been
given to properly restoring this plaster
work. The terra cotta exterior was
gently cleaned, and the stained glass
dome, which had been painted over,
was cleaned and backlighted with an
artificial light.
The Pantages Centre is now owned
by the city of Tacoma, and run by a
non-profit organization, the Pantages
Corporation. The building may be
rented by the hour and by the day.
The Pantages itself is sponsoring a
theater and dance series for its premier
season. In addition, other groups are
giving performances there, including
the Tacoma Symphony, BalleTacoma,
and the Vienna Choir Boys.
Tours of the Pantages Centre are
given every Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
12 noon, and Thursday from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m. The first Tuesday of each
month is free; regular admission is $ I
for adults and 50 cents for students
(UPS included), children and senior
citizens.
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Arts an ntertainment
Uneven quality mars Tacoma exhibit
Mary Sudar
Trail Staff Writer
Three near-misses, one foul and
one hit characterize the Downtown
Gallery's current exhibit of the work
of five Tacoma artists. The variety of
media represented at this month-old
gallery is commendable, but the quality is, unfortunately, uneven.
Color photographs by Michael
Elenko try to achieve some sort of artistic statement, but, alas, fall a few
frames short of the mark. His experiments in hi- and tn-toned photos,
utilizing arbitrary color accents on
fairly simple compositions, are interesting, but do not really succeed. It
seems as though the artist did not
quite push himself—or his work—far
enough. A four-view set of the old
Medical Arts Building facade, each
scene executed in a different, neonmonotone color—turquoise, magenta, yellow, pink—is momentarily interesting. The treatment, however,
would be more appropriate to a scene
from lower Pacific Avenue than a
somewhat staid, repetitive, Art Deco
building. The etymological connections between "monotone" and
'monotonous" are painfully obvious. An untitled shot taken from
by

One work from the exhibit at the Downtown Gallery. (Photo by Peter Paulson.)

underneath a child's slide and
developed in primarily green and
yellow tones falters in its too-pat exact centering of the silver strip of
metal placed smack-dab in the middle
of the shot. Elenko's artistry does
emerge to a greater degree in an
unusual series of night scenes along a
highway—East Bay Drive, for example—which blend a rich-colored
rosy-dark evening sky, shadowed

hills, and the firefly tails of headlight
beams. Self-Portrait, 1977 comes
closest to giving the viewer an idea of
the artist behind the works in a
delightfully human look at the
photographer's home, complete with
cluttered kitchen, overstuffed armchair, and self-portrait photo on the
wall. It's a powerful statement of
how an environment speaks of its inhabitants.

David Sowa offers another series of
photographs, some of which know
their limitations (unlike Elenko's) and
do not aspire to be something great or
innovative. It's So Cold and Placid
and Dreamy, two shots of the same
peaceful, tree-lined shore and still
lake, are an interesting collective comparison of the power of color to
change the mood of a scene. The
former, executed in more or less dark,
natural tones, conveys the feeling of a
chill November day, while the latter,
with the yellow and green shades
characteristic of a color negative,
creates a softer fantasy world. From
the Can is a worthy try at creating a
composition from not-easilyrecognizable elements, which conjure
up a mood from the placement, rather
than the character, of the elements.
Again, it's a good try, but I can't
believe that these are the best this
photographer has to offer, nor that he
really wants to build his reputation
upon such works.
William Rade's paintings are initially and immediately arresting, with
large, jagged black or red fields of color superimposed on collage-like prints
of brightly-colored flora, fauna, and
continued on page 6

Punk rock rescues housewi*ves
by Heidi Schmidt
Once upon a time there was a
woman named A.M. Collins. She
was a theatre lover and joined an experimental theatre group. The group
fell apart, but Collins didn't give up;
she and three of her friends decided to
open up a theatre of their own, the
Pioneer Square Theatre in Seattle.
Alas, the economic troubles that
threaten nearly all small businesses hit
the little theatre. Collins, urged by
her friends, decided to write a play.
Such was the birth of Angry
Housewives, a play Collins wrote out
of her own fears about getting married ... and getting stuck.
Collins' play is about four
housewives, each facing the dilemmas
of marriage that Collins herself fears.
Bev has recently been widowed and
now must support herself and her son.
She has tried everything—even selling Mary Kay Cosmetics—to no
avail. Carol is a divorcee; she hasn't
had a romance in quite a while and
finds her solace in food... lots of it.
Jetta, a repressed, mousy woman
who hardly dares to cross the street

without her husband's permission, is
the epitome of a housewife ; she is
chained to her homely duties by a
baby and an unenlightened husband.
Wendy has the fewest troubles; she's
an unmarried draw-bridge operator.
It is through Wendy that Collins
depicts a little of her own life story.
Just as Collins decided to write a play

in hopes of relieving financial stress,
Wendy hopes to relieve financial
stress for Bev and the other ladies by
entering the lot of them in a punk rock
contest; $1000 dollars is to be
awarded to the winning band. With
difficulty, Wendy gets the women
together for a practice session. Each
attempts to play an old instrument of

some kind. The practice does not go
well since the only song they all know
is ''Kumbaya," a song which would
not survive in the loud and obnoxious
world of punk rock. They must resort
to their times of anger and frustration
at being a housewife to create the
right sort of mood for punk rock,

Right Stuff is the wrong stuff
Jayson Jarmon
Trail Staff Writer
It is T-minus one year until the
presidential election, and movie critics
are fast becoming political analysts;
they believe that Phillip Kaufman's
new film The Right Stuff deifies John
Glenn the astronaut, and will help
John Glenn the senator become John
Glenn the president.
These poor charlatans seem to be
missing the point; they should ask not
what The Right Stuff is doing for
John Glenn, but what John Glenn is
doing for The Right Stuff. The word
by

"obfuscation" comes to mind almost
immediately.

The Right Stuff is not a very good
movie. Sans political intrigue, special
effects, and media hype, it is an
unremarkable, poorly written docudrama.
It recycles two archetypical
American heroes—the pilot and the
astronaut. It sluggishly chronicles the
early stages of the space program,
from experimental jets to Mercury
Redstones. Ultimately, it plays upon
our predilection for the past—for the
huge, flaming rockets and the daring

rocket-riders of the early 60's.
Sam Shepard puts in the best acting
performance as Chuck Yeager, the
granddaddy of the test pilots. Of all
the ''heroes" in the movie, he is the
only one with ''the right stuff'': the
only man with the courage of his convictions.
He is overshadowed by seven ambitious jet-jocks who steal the
limelight and become America 's first
astronauts. The movie focuses on four
of them: Gordon Cooper, played by
Dennis Quaid; Alan Shepard, played
continued on page

7
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Osaka's prints brighten Taco a show
continued from page

5

assorted geometric and abstract forms.
My first impression of them was the
effect of a patchwork quilt. His
Dutch Creed and Spike Creek series
are interesting, but the works as a
whole were simply done too many
times. The basic idea is self-limiting
in its variations.
"Silly" is the only word I can use
to adequately describe Mark Thompson's sculptures, particularly his three
Stem studies. I was more than faintly
insulted to think that an artist would
expect his viewing public to react
seriously to these simple-minded little
dowel-and-cloth works. A single
stick emerges from a stiffly-draped
black velvet base, the last inch or so
of dowel having been chopped off and
reattached at an uncomfortable angle.
His largest work, Ode, confronts the
gallery visitor as soon as he or she
steps through the door, and a rather
unsettling confrontation it is. I still
can't decide whether to take it
seriously or as an exercise in pop artistic humor, but this beige-pink
wooden composition, which vaguely
copies the lines of a unicycle balanced
on a tightrope, at least made me stop,
look, and think for a minute. In fact,
I'm still thinking...
Mixtures of traditional and abstract
Japanese forms dominate Michi
Osaka's prints, and these collagraphs
and lithographs provide what is
perhaps the one consistently professional series in the show. Although
all of her compositions center around a
constant Oriental theme, each work is

geometric forms of Symphony in Fall
and Murmuring Pine, both of which
utilize very effective, spidery impressions of actual foliage—veins, stems,
and leaf outlines. The attentiongetting character of Osaka's designs
appears to lie in the immediate juxtaposing of familiar forms and unfamiliar or illusory settings.
Whatever the reason, her prints are
uniquely intriguing high points in the
midst of a largely mediocre exhibit.
The quality of its shows may be
uneven, but the Downtown Gallery
does deserve plaudits for its efforts to
bring the works of independent artists
to the city's attention. Even if this
month's exhibit fell short of the standard set by the September-October
show, a visit to the Gallery, located
in the Court C alleyway behind the
UPS School of Law, is interesting in

Housewives: "Eat your
continued from page

5

hence their hit song, ''Eat Your
F---ing Cornflakes."
Collins also wanted her play to
support her idea that it's never too
late to be a kid again or to set your
dreams rolling. Under the name of
"The Angry Housewives," these
four women forsake their troubled
adult lives and plunge into the
childhood dream of playing in a rock
band. They win the $ 1000 contest
sponsored by the "Lewd Fingers
Club" and everybody is happy until
the women find out they have to play

I

J

again in a contest worth even more
money. Their dream begins to roll out
from under them.
The women work hard to prepare
for the contest, but punk rock is not
their calling, and they lose. Collins
was not about to leave her fairytale
without a happy ending however. As
it turns out, everybody lives happily
ever after. Bev gets a job managing
Lewd Finger's club while her son and
Carol go on a cruise to the Hawaiian
Islands with Wendy and her
boyfriend. Jetta, as the lead singer for
"l'he Angry Housewives,'' comes

Appointments Available
3104 6th Avenue
759-8586

Ask for Sharon or Carol
$1.00 off on $8.50 shearshape or $10.00 style
with this ad

its demonstration of how close an artist can come to creating a work that
truly speaks to the audience—and
how fatal it can be to stop a few tries
short of that goal.
The current exhibit of works by
Elenko, Sowa, Rades, Thompson,
and Osaka will run through
November. Downtown Gallery hours
are Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Admission is free, and the
majority of works are for sale.

Help Wanted
Art/Culture Editor
for the Trail

Paid Position
Contact Steve Harvey or Julie Shipman
756-3397

f--- ing Cornflakes "

Napoleon's
Barber Styling
Salon

4

'1

a unique variation in this spirit and
each appears to be a separate, independent entity. This selection of
Osaka's art provides an interesting
and enlightening look into the range
of subject and treatment present in her
works. Skillful blendings of old and
new, the intangible and the tactile,
solid forms on marbled, wave-like
backgrounds, create elegant,
calculated, graceful designs.
Haniwa 's Reflections combines a
figure of a woman in traditional
Japanese dress with abstract color
fields of olive, embossed white and
blue to create a beautifully rhythmic,
contemplative design—perhaps the
most traditional work in the Osaka
collection. Behind the Fence is an
amusing pastiche of photo-silkscreen
effects and sumi pen sketches. Peace
and calm suffuse the natural and

out of her meek shell and is ready to
live life to her fullest, despite her husband. Last but not least, A.M. Collins and the Pioneer Square Theater
live happily ever after with the
longest running hit play in Seattle
history.

Heidi Schmidt is a member of Gary
Grant's ''Play Review Seminar.''

GOING
GOING
GONE!
SuperSaver Airtares go fast
or Thanksgiving & Christma
Reserve Now.
GOLDEN RULE TRAVEL
2518 N. Adams
752-1438
near Safeway
(within walking distance)
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ohn Glenn character lacks Right Stuff
ntinued from page 5

Scott Glenn; Gus Grissom, played
Fred Ward; and John Glenn,
ayed by Ed Harris.
This is where the film errs. It is imssible to admire these 15-minute
roes. They are static, self-centered,
oaniacs
m
who care more about pernal success than duty; they attain
ory at the expense of their wives'
nity, and their own convictions. If
ager is the rule, the astronauts do
measure up. Even the Glenn
aracter, who has his moments, fails
e test: he is a self-righteous

I

Stylistically, the film is choppy and
nfusing. Kaufman randomly flip-

flops between Yeager and the
astronauts and ends, inappropriately,
with the astronauts. Instead of a
strong resolution, there is a weak,
sentimental voice-over; instead of
Yeager, a true hero, there are seven
media heroes.
Cliches are abundant. The Russians
appear as cackling commissars, the
press as meddling parasites, and the
government as show-biz boobies.
These stereotypes appear with annoying regularity, and are a weak
framework for the rest of the action.
On top of this, the film is 50 percent too long. A three-hour movie
that relies on special effects to maintain an audience's attention does not

deserve attention. The effects are
good ... but not that good.
There is too much film, too much
flag-waving, too much hyperbole,
and too much hype.
If Senator Glenn ties his presiden-

The Right Stuff is currently playing at
the Tacoma Mall Theaters.

Annou icements
A Royal Weekend
World War I is coming to an end.
Alan Bates is a Scottish soldier sent to
disarm a bomb planted in a small
French town by the fleeing German
army. When Bates arrives, the town
is deserted, except for the inmates of
the local insane asylum, who embrace
him as their ''King of Hearts." Cam-

VIIIut4it CI
88th & SO TACOMA WAY

On October 14, 1964,
Billy Mills stunned the world by running the
most sensational race in Olympic history.

tial aspirations to The Right Stuff, he
may never get off the ground.

But it wasn't how he finished, it was
where he started that made him a champion.

pus Films presents this hilarious
thought-provoking film this weekend
at 6, 8, and 10 on Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and 8 on Sunday in
MC006. No pennies, alcohol, or
Canadian money ,please.
The Wednesday night classics
series presents Orson Welles in
Citizen Kane on November 9. This
monumental film tells the emotionpacked story of Charles Kane, a
goliath of the publishing world (based
on the life of William Randolph
Hearst). Showtimes are 6 and 8:30 in
MC006, still for only 75 cents with
ASB, $1.50 without.

Applications for the Fall, 1984,
Occupational Therapy and Physical
Therapy programs are available in the
Office of Admissions, Jones 112.
Please contact Anette X32 l 1 for further information.
**

I

S

Staying in Tacoma for Thanksgiving? Scott Morgan, coordinator for
Tours and Travels has set up an excursion to Vancouver B.C. The group
will leave early on Friday Nov. 25
and return Sunday Nov. 27. There
will be an organizational meeting
Thursday, Nov. 10 at 6:00 in the
SUB snackbar. All interested people
please attend. Space is limited, so
plan ahead!
*

I

**

Attention Freshmen, Sophomores and
Juniors: Yearbook pictures will be
taken next week during registration,
appointments from 8:30 to 4:00.
Don't forget!

ROBBY BENSON
,_. ',.

....

R U N N I O N G

;;t;Zotri

0I'll

ENGLANDER PRODUCTIONS In Association With THE ERMINESKIN BAND Presents ROBBY BENSON RUNNING BRAVE"
PAT HINGLE CLAUDIA CRON JEFF McCRACKEN Music by MIKE POST Written by HENRY BEAN and SHIRL HENDRYX
Produced by IRA ENGLANDER Associate Producer MAURICE WOLFE Directed by O.S. EVERETT
Color by Medallion Film Laboratories, Toronto Lenses and Panaflex ® camera by Panavision®
Released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO., INC. © 1983 ENGLANDER PRODUCTIONS INC

PE.JARENTAL
GUIDANCE
_P

Gs ffl 101

LEISU'RESPORTS, INC.

PART Time Employees
wanted for Leisure
Sports New Sports
Center located at 27th
& Bridgeport Way West.
Apply in person only at
Bridgeport Way W.
Tacoma, Washington 98466

2805

564-6575
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Study break: Library harbors isolationistl
by Steve Cam pion
If a convict escaped from prison
and sought refuge in Collins Library,
the odds are against the warden, the
police department, and even the FBI
ever finding him.
Anyone who has looked for someone in the library would defend me
on that argument. If Sherlock Holmes
is searching for someone and has only
one clue to go on, he had better hope
the clue is not ''the suspect is in Collins.'' That clue is comparable to saying John Smith is "somewhere in
Europe.''
I am not claiming that the library
here at UPS is enormous, rather it
harbors more people in its little corners and private hideaways than the
Minitaur's labyrinth in Greek
mythology. For isolating people, Collins Library is America's answer to
Siberia.
Students often want to get away
from blaring radios, chatty neighbors
and other noises so they can do some
studying in silence. Finding an undisturbed place is a must for these
isolationists. But in avoiding other
noises, these students can create their

own. I have noticed that students in
quiet settings are uncomfortable with
the silence. After about three
minutes, female students softly clear
their throats while males usually tap
their pen or pencil on the book they
are studying. Humans can not cope
with silence, it seems.
Isolationists can find seclusion
nearly anywhere in the library. The
architects anticipated students' desires
to ''get away from it all." Work
booths are strategically placed among
the book shelves like shelters in the
depths of the library forest. Others
are along walls most people have
never even known to exist. The architects envisioned even more booths.
If you have the time, take a peek at
the top of the stairs on the fourth
floor. There is a small space just
perfect for a desk. It even has an
outlet for a lamp.
More than 200 carrels house
students in even more privacy and
seclusion. Howard Hughes would
have been proud.
On occassion, I wander to remote
corners of the library searching for one
book or another. Each time, I find at

"Union 1133" opens its
door to off-campus students
by Chris Tarantola
Trail Staff Writer
''Union 1133,'' a new project
aimed at integrating off-campus
students into the campus community,
will open its door to students on
November 5. The house, located at
1133 N. Lawrence, is intended to be
a more personal version of the SUB,
according to project coordinator Ann
Halvarson. In addition to serving as
an information center with Tattlers
and newspapers available, the house
offers space for meetings, studying,
and just relaxing.
The house's special emphasis is
providing services for students who

commute. For example, if a student
needs to spend the night on campus
before a test in order to save driving
time or use the library, he/she can
spend the night at Union 1133. All
that is required is a current ASUPS
card and a reservation made at least
four days in advance.
The project was set up after more
than a year of planning and input by
the President and faculty. Halvarson
was chosen last May as coordinator.
Union 1133 will officially open its
door on November 5 with an Open
House from 2 to 8 p.m. All students
are invited to drop in and see the
house.

I doubt there are any navigat
either. Out in the boonies on
floor near some children's litera
books is a painting of an unidenti
man with an atlas in his I
Navigators of the twentieth cen
have concluded that Virginia exi
No, says that atlas. It was absor
by North Carolina, West Virgi
and Pennsylvania.
Probably the most sought a
seclusion spots on campus are on
fourth floor at either end of the h
In these two places are tables
removed from the radios in the dor
the chattering in the SUB, and
cheering at Baker Stadium. These
places are almost always occupi
And yes, there is even a table

least one isolationist. All alone in the
wilderness of books, these souls seem
to settle in their places after much exploration.
There are chairs with desks hidden
at both ends of the magazine sections
from 1965 copies of Accounting
Review to recent U.S. News and
World Reports. The desks are usually
occupied. On a hunch, I checked into
the document stacks. There, down
one flight of stairs from the main
floor, through two sets of doors and
across a dimly lit corridor, are more
desks. At the most secluded of these
desks—near Abstracts of North
American Geology—a student was
diligently at work. Maybe the student
was young James T. Kirk, boldly
studying where no student had
studied before.
The basement has more hiding
places, too. There are a few seats near
Collins's first book with library
number AC 1, G7: Great Books of
the Western World, volume 1. There
is a quiet lounge near the British
history section as well as many booths
in the audio-visual department.
Isolationist students can be secluded on pretend airplanes, too. Chairs
hidden between shelves of music and
art books on the third floor come
equipped with table tops that look as
if they could fold up like trays on
airliners. Take my word for it,
however: there are no stewardesses
on the third floor.

chair near Varient Issues
Shakespeare's Second Folio, the
book in the library's number
system.
Among the literally hundreds
places to hide in Collins, it is
wonder finding people can be
ficult. Unless the person you are lo
ing for is sitting at the blue couch
see down the main aisle when
first enter the library, you may ne
find him. But he is probably the
Jimmy Hoffa. Amelia Earhart. D
Cooper. They are all there. They
just back in corners no one else
found yet.
Move over Bermuda Triangle.
is Collins Lihrary.

Dan Knowles

Foreign Auto Clinic
All European and Japanese Makes
call
272-0062 or 627-7432
Hours 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

424 St. Helens
(the first block north of 6th Ave.)

HOT FRESH and

FAST
FRE-I
PIZZA

II
$2.00 OFF--:—---I

I
ANY 12" OR 14" PIZZA I

627-8844
MON-THURS 5pm-lam
FRI &SAT 4pm-1:30am
SUN 4pm-lam

ANY 16" PIZZA

BUY A LARGE PIZZA

WITH THICK CRUST I WITH THICK CRUST I WITH THREE OR MOR
I ITEMS AND GET A SMA
I ONE ITEM PIZZA FREE
One coupon per pizza
One coupon per pizza
?THE
PIZZA]

THE
PIZZA
__
DEELIVERY

627-8844

..

627-8844

? THE
PIZZA__ (jne cupOfl
per pizza
____
FREE
• k'A1:r

-

]
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DAN EVANS WANTS TO KEEP
W
Our state is one of the most beautiful places in the work
to live. And Dan Evans is part of the reason why.
In 12 years as Governor, he increased the number of staLe
park sites by 69%. He created the first state Department of Ecolopry
in America. He worked to preserve our , seashore with the Ocean"I
Beaches law. He fout for creation of the Alp ine Lakes Wilderness Area. And he n all this while creating 200,000 new jobs.
And, in 1970, he was named environmentalist of the year
by the Washington Environmental Council.
Dan &ans fought to make Washington beautiful. And
now we need him in the United States Senate fighting to make
sure it stays that way.
We need his strong voice to protect our air and water
quality.
To protect the scenic beauty of the Columbia FUver gorge.
To protect whales from Seaworld, and Puget Sound
from super tankers.
lo protect our ground
water from nuclear waste
and. h ,,.zardous chemicals.
To hel&keep
on, ashington.
8nT ovember 8th, let's
make a great Governor, Senator.
Elect Dan Evans.

DM EVMS
US. SENATE

'

page

10
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SiDorts
Breakfast for Champions
by Sheldon Spencer
:1 Staff Writer

Of course, I was in favor of the
boycott [of the Summer
Games] because I didn't think the
Soviet Union should have been given
the Olympics to begin with. THEY
don't meet the standards of what the
Olympics are set up to do. They were
created by the ancient Greeks to bring
peace. ''—President Ronald
Reagan, Inside Sports, March 1981.
Peer deeply into Ronald Reagan's
eyes and find the child-like amusement he draws from the role he plays
daily.
Now find your nearest available
child at play and seek out the glimmer
in her eyes. You find the same
glistening wonder, don't you?
Maybe she is a distant relative of
Reagan's, or maybe an aspiring
Hollywood bit player who wants to
run for governor one day. Maybe its
just coincidence that the leader of your
country reminds you of a schoolchild,
or it's testimony to the overall fitness
and youthful outlook of Mr. President.
The only problem is, the stakes of
the game our man in Washington is
playing are higher than those of the
one the little girl enjoys. Or are they?
Sports and games add vitality to
American society. Elemental to our
athletic conciousness are the basics of
freezetag and dodgeball and the keys
totne success in orner games: sur1980

viva1. There is no need for Darwin or
Freud to lend analyses to the ramifications of child's play. We ugly
Americans, the world's big brother,
police force and oppressive invaders,
are living evidence of the values our
games ingrain. Take for instance:
Hide and Seek: The object of
this game is for obnoxious imperialists
to annex potential satellite states.
Either the game closes with world
conquest by the oppressed aggressor
or the independent nations touch base
with each other and ally against the
exhausted aggressor—a cold war
results. The fastest kid on the block is
the hardest to evade—fortunately, he
is also the kid who cannot count to
100.

Freeze Tag: This is an early
form of detente—render the opposition motionless, squelch his allies and
hope that no one breaks the impasse.
This is a slight variation on the hide
and seek concept; because this game
usually involves evenly matched
teams, though, the squad with the
iron will usually wins.
Cowboys and Indians: One of
the most deplorable of our children 's
pasttimes, this game instills rancid
racism in our kids. It also breeds the
myth that the calvary will always
comes to the rescue.
The next time you see a kid knock
over a stack of building blocks you
will know who our Secretary of
Defense will be twenty years from
now.

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR EATING OR WEIGHT?

UPS spiker goes up for the kill against a tough University of Portland team. UPS
came from behind in the fifth game 18-16 to win the game and the match. The Lady
Loggers will play Friday and Saturday in the NAIA district tournament.
(Photo by Peter Paulson)

Fast, Free Delivery
Domino's Pizza is
Quality, Value, and Service
/4

Do you binge often? Are you overly concerned about your weight and
how much you eat? Do you starve yourself or use diuretics, excessive
exercise, vomiting, or laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you
may be having problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA. These are
LEARNED WAYS of trying to handle stress that you can overcome! For
competent counseling help, contact:

CHARLES W. BRUNI, Ph.D.
Dr. Bruni specializes in work with eating disorders and the underlying
stress causing them. Call 759-7984 for further information or an appointment.

Domino's Pizza Accepts Any

Special Effects

Competitors' Dollars Off Pizza

Contemporary Hair Artistry
- New wave styling
- Crimping
- Braiding

- Conditioning

Coupons

- Perming
- All colors

10% discount to UPS students

3312 North Proctor

159-8242

752-9653
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Cross country runners make
strong bid for national berth

ports Beat
ports Beat is a weekly column
ted to coverage of those sports
n overlooked at UPS. Schedules,
uncements, and notices can be
ded if delivered to The Trail by
Tuesday of each week.

Women 's softball:

t

Men's basketball:

ccer Play-offs:

first 2 rounds of the 1983 Fall
oor intramural soccer champions will be held on Saturday, Nov.
and Sunday, Nov. 6 at the IM
behind the Fieldhouse.
he quarter-finals will get underfor Division I at 10 a.m. on
rday when the notorious "SS
ad''faces the feared ''Men Eating
a." Rounding out Division I at 1
the ''Beta Dragons" will meet
"Meatheads." The winners of
e two games will play for the
ision title on Sunday, Nov. 6 at

All women who are interested in
playing softball this season, plan to
attend the meeting on Sunday Nov.
6, at 4 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Bring
your gloves and be ready to throw!

Tickets for the WSU-UPS basketball game at the Tacoma Dome are
available in the Athletic Office for only $3. There will be a special reserved
section for the first college clash in the
Dome on Nov. 26.
Women's lacrosse:

Practices will be held on Fridays at
p.m. Anyone interested can
meet at this time on Union Ave. at
the Gamma Phi house. No experience
is needed.
3:30

Week's Events

Division II, a Powerful "Kappa
a" squad will face-off against
has been an inspired "Beta
gie" team at 11 a.m., on SaturAt 2 p.m., the pressure effective
w School" team will try the
ts of an ever impressive "Fat Cisquad. The winners of these two
es will play on Sunday, Nov. 6 at
m. for the Division II crown.
he winners of Division I and II
play at a time and place to be anced next week. The winner of
game will play the winner of the
olation champions.

Friday, Nov. 4:

Swimming v. University of Alberta-2pm
Saturday, Nov. 5:

Football v. Western Washington at
home-- 1pm
Women's soccer v. WSU-- 1pm
Sunday, Nov. 6:

Men's soccer v. University of
Washington at home--lpm
This column provided by your local
DOMINO 's pizza delivery service.

son, Nina Peck, and Marion Johnson
will compete for top team honors.
Dan Fall and Jim Cairns lead the
men's squad, composed of Jeff
Sowards, Mike Siebel, Paul Goralski,
Dave Walzer, and Kent Pearson, into
the race. According to Cairns, the
team has ''been finishing in about the
middle of the pack," and is not a premeet favorite, but it has a realistic
shot at qualifying for Nationals.
While none of the runners are picked to finish near the top, the team has
strength in its depth. "The top five
run as a real pack," stated Cairns.
Walzer added, ''We've got the attitude to go."
Both squads have been running
50-70 miles a week to train for this
meet. Interval workouts to build
speed and longer individual runs to
build endurance effectively combine to
prepare the team for its races. The
men compete at a distance of 8,000
meters, approximately 4.9 miles,
while the women run a shorter course
of 5,000 meters, or 3.1 miles.
Team members cited an improvement in attitude this season as one of
the reasons they have been working
so hard to prepare for races. Team
rituals, such as the Friday night
spaghetti feed, have, in Walzer's opinion, contributed to the team 's good
attitude.
Whether that improvement will be
enough to secure a spot in the National tournament will be decided
this Saturday in Spokane.

by Greg Worden
Trail Staff Writer

"We've got a pretty good slur
chance," remarked runner Dav
Walzer about his team's chances tc
win this Saturday's District tournament at Whitworth. Northwest NA11
schools will compete to send botl
teams and individual runners to a National tournament in Wisconsin or
November 19.
The top three teams and first 1C
individual runners competing in the
meet will advance to Nationals. Tc
say that the District and National
tournaments are the ''be-all" and
"end-all" of the Cross Country
team 's season is not precisely correct,
but it falls close to the mark. The
team has run in seven meets, bu
there are no league standings, or winloss records.
Both the men's and women's
squads look on Saturday's District
meet as an opportunity. Heathet
Sullivan expressed confidence about
her chances as well as the team's,
commenting, "I should have a good
chance to make the top ten," and added, "We have a pretty good team;
we're young with a lot of potential."
Sullivan, the winner of this
season's Central Washington Invititational, and Cheryl Moores were rated
as the women's team's best hopes for
winning individual berths at the National tournament. Along with other
probable contestants, Kathleen
Parnell, Colleen Baker, Sharon Wat-
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
can acquire good taste for a
ouple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
iat say "Dos Equis." After all, those
re foreign words. And anyone in college
nows neoe who wear stuff with foreign

page 11

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equ is sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.
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P ig s perish from,
Angry farmers filed suit
against the University of Puget
Sound this week, accusing the
school of dumping hazardous
waste on several Tacoma area
farms. The farmers estimate a
total of 57 hogs have died since
September, and hundreds more
have become ill because of tons
of what Food Services Director
Richard Grimwood calls "Tuna
Surprise" were dumped on local
farms.
Grimwood refuses to be held
responsible for the poisoning,
and claims that students have
never complained of illness after
consuming "Tuna Surprise."
''Now if the pigs died after
eating Shrimp Nachos, I would
understand," said Grimwood.
Furthermore, Grimwood says
UPS had no intension of injuring
any livestock by feeding them
Great Hall leftovers. ''We were
giving the food to the farmers

SUB basement claim to F

Piglet attempts in vain to revive a I una Surprise victim.

free as a goodwill gesture,'' explained Grimwood.
We
figured we were better off fattening up somebody's pigs than
the rats in the SUB basement.
The rats will be ready for
harvesting soon, anyway."

In hopes of establishing that
the leftover food is indeed
hazardous, prosecuting attorneys hired by the farmers
have found several witnesses to
testify about sighting large mutant rats in the UPS SUB.

seen huge hairless rats ea
food from tray racks filled
dirty dishes. Student Media
visor Bill Hirshman, passed
by the attorneys as a witn
claims to have seen several
sized rats crawling Out of a
bag in the SUB basem
Hirshman was taken to Wes
State Hospital for questionir
Evidence from farmers 1
the mutant rats to the pigs,
prosecutors. According to
farmers, carcasses of pigs bu
ered after eating SUB lefto
glow in the dark. UPS
ministrators have offered to
the defective carcasses ra
than going to court over
dumpings. "Glow-in-the-c
bacon?" quipped Grimwc
"I think students will ti
that's neat.''

Phibbs appoints Kissinger to P&G chair
University officials will hire former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to
fill the Philip M. Phibbs Distinguished Professorship in Politics and
Government, the President's office
announced today.
"I think Kissinger is the perfect
man for the job," said Phibbs at a
press conference to announce the appointment. ''We've needed a Latin
American specialist for a long time."
said Phibbs, ''and Hank's presence
will enable me to bring some much
needed structure to the Politics and
Government Department. I've
wanted to do that for a long time
too. ,,

Members of the Politics and
Government Department responded
enthusiastically to Phibbs 's announcement. ''We've always looked to the
President for leadership," said P&G
spokesman David Balaam. ''We feel
inspired by his leadership and his
distinguished scholarly
achievements," Balaam said. Balaam
called the Kissinger appointment
"just what we've always wanted,"
and said that the department looks
forward to becoming "an international center for Latin American
studies."
"It's the perfect opportunity for
me,'' commented Kissinger when

asked about his response to the appointment. "I've always found
power politics disgusting and I'm
tired of playing around with all these
petty bureaucrats and politicians. This
is my chance to make a really significant contribution."
Kissinger was not Phibbs' first
choice to fill the newly endowed
chair, however. ''I wanted to hire
Hans Morgenthau," the President
said in his announcement, "but then
somebody told me that he died in
1980."
Asked about his stoic response to
the trustees' announcement of the
chair last week, Phibbs said he had

wondered how to respond
propriately.
"Tears of joy were my first i
pulse," Phibbs said, ''but then
decided to control them. I only cry
its more than a million dollars."
"It ruined the whole show
me," commented Trustee Nort
Clapp. ''the only reason I came
to see Phil cry.
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